
 

Sound: the sound of the fast breaths of Chico
a song with quick tempo enters

Bird's-eye shot

Medium shot

Sound: the sound of the shoes and breaths of Chico

Sound: increasing beats
Medium full shot, camera pan left and right.

Sound: a striking sound

Full-shot

    Medium close shot
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Full close-up

Medium full shot, camera pans right with Chico

Sound: music goes on, sound of speeding feet

Medium close shot, camera zoom to the street

Sound: music goes on

Sound: musics goes on with slowing rhythm
Pov shot of Chico, camera pan left and right 

Point of view shot of Chico, camera shakes conformably with running

Sound: striking beats

Sound: silent, fast breaths of Chico



 

Full shot, locked off

Sound: the sound of feet hitting the ground, music goes on

Full shot

Full close-up

Medium shot
Sound: moving cars, horns, sound of talking people, music goes on

Full shot

Sound: cars, music gets faster

Sound: the sound of cars passing by, music goes on

Sound: music and the sound of hitting feet slows down 



 

Pov shot, medium close shot
Sound: the strong noise of the horn

Medium shot

Full shot

Sound: music goes on

Medium close shot, camera trucks with Chico

Full shot, camera pans left and right

Sound: cars, talkings of people

Sound: screech of brakes, music goes on

Sound: the feet hitting ground and fast breaths of Chico, music slows
down again.



 

Time lapse
Sound: the rhythm of music gets faster

Bird's-eye shot

Full shot, camera tilts up

Pov shot of Chico, close shot
Sound: slow walking sound of man

Medium shot

Sound: Man says "Oh, you again. Do you live here?"

Sound: rhythm slows down

Sound: the rhythm of music increases



 

Medium shot

Medium shot

Sound: Man says "Which flat he lives in?"

Close shut, camera zooms to Chico's eyes

Sound: Chico's swallowing and stammering

Medium shot, camera zooms to the brochure

Sound: Chico says " He moved recently, so you may not know him."

Medium close shot

Sound: Man says "Ooh, new neighbour, right. If you want you can be my
 guest until your friend come back to his home."

 Sound: Chico says " No, I was looking for a friend but I guess he is not
 at home."



 

Wide close up

Sound: Chico's breathing a sigh of relief

Medium shot

 Sound: upbeat music enters 

Bird's-eye shot

Sound: upbeat music goes on




